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Me miserable! Which way shall I fly
Infinite wrath and infinite despair?
Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell;
And in the lowest deep a lower deep,
Still threat'ning to devour me opens wide,
To which the Hell I suffer seems a Heav'n.
-John Milton, Paradise Lost, Book IV

Introduction

From 1992-95 a now-infamous wave of church arson terrorized Norway.1 This 

vandalism, along with several murders and other acts of violence, was perpetrated by a 

relatively small, yet intensely devoted group of musicians performing a style of extreme 

music known as “black metal.” What would cause young people living in relative 

prosperity, in one of the least violent, most homogeneous nations in the world to adopt 

such extreme music and behavior? Black metal, and the extra-musical behavior of its 

creators, can be framed as a reaction against the stifling repression endemic to living in 

bourgeois capitalist society. By consciously breaking taboos and confronting the extremes

of human existence through their music and lifestyle, the early Norwegian black metal 

musicians opened possibilities for thinking about alternative modes of living and different

structures of human society. Black metal, through the symbolism of religious 

transgression, ultimately aims to confront secular society and recapture an immediacy of 

being, bridging the gap formed by the Christian-capitalist alienation of humanity from 

nature and asserting primordial chaos in its place.

A large part of the attraction to black metal is the extremity and “passion” its 

creators display in their approach to life and music. The famous Charlie Parker quote, “If 

1 Michael Moynihan, Didrik Søderlind, Lords of Chaos: The Bloody Rise of The Satanic Metal 
Underground, 2nd ed. (Los Angeles, CA: Feral House, 2003), 83. 
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you don't live it, it won't come out of your horn,”2 comes to mind when searching for a 

simple answer to explain the appeal of this music. Its creators not only endeavor to create

music through exploiting extremities of volume, noise, timbre, speed, etc., but attempt to 

live (or at least to appear) in opposition to mainstream western society as much as 

possible. Only in more recent years has black metal come to be created by musicians not 

totally committed to the subculture. It is a testament to the power of this music that it has 

garnered interest outside its exclusive, underground scene despite the myriad 

controversies surrounding some of the most influential musicians' statements and actions.

2 As quoted in: Robert George Reisner. Bird: the legend of Charlie Parker. (New York: Da Capo Press, 
1994), 27.
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I. Background

A problem in dealing with much contemporary music is that traditional methods 

of musical analysis and theoretical tools are completely ineffectual in discussion. This is 

especially true with music stemming from very specific subcultures which often place 

themselves in direct opposition to mainstream society and culture (e.g. gangster rap, 

hardcore punk, or various strains of “experimental” music). Extreme metal is a difficult 

case, as it can only be discussed on its own terms (which requires a great deal of 

contextualization), or in negative terms relating to tradition and mainstream culture. We 

are beyond the point of the usefulness in describing how extreme or experimental music 

is “different” from mainstream culture, and thus must resort to an attempt at 

contextualization. In many ways, discursive analysis of extreme metal is anathema to the 

project of its creators, who seek to undermine rationalism, moderation, and, ultimately, 

modernity itself.3 The language of transgression, as examined by Foucault4 becomes 

useful where the dialectic fails. The truth of the matter, I believe, is that black metal must 

be experienced to be understood, and that an intellectual comprehension of this music and

culture is impossible without “going into the sweat lodge,” so to speak. Nevertheless, a 

brief attempt at contextualization must be made.5

3 cf. Benjamin Hedge Olson. I Am The Black Wizards: Multiplicity, Mysticism and Identity in Black 
Metal Music and Culture. (Thesis. Bowling Green State University, 2008), 26.

4 Michel Foucault. Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews. Trans. 
Donald F. Bouchard. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell U Press, 1977), 29-52.

5 This contextualizing ritual has been performed several times, more admirably and thoroughly than I 
have here, by other authors, most notably Moynihan and Søderlind, Lords of Chaos, and Olson, I Am 
The Black Wizards.
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The Black Circle

The term “black metal” was introduced in the 1980's and referred to a group of 

mostly unaffiliated artists performing extreme music (music of extreme volume, speed, 

and violence intended to shock or overwhelm; created for a relatively small, but devoted 

“underground” of the heavy metal subculture), grouped together mostly by shared 

influences and a strong tendency toward satanic, or otherwise mystically “evil” themes in

their lyrics and image. This “first wave”6 of black metal is commonly understood to 

include the groups Venom, Mercyful Fate, Hellhammer/Celtic Frost, and Bathory, as well

as some of the more extreme thrash metal groups of the 1980's whose lyrics were 

primarily concerned with satanic themes. These groups referred to Satan mostly for shock

value, attempting to capitalize on the controversies surrounding the (often imagined) 

occult leanings of earlier groups such as KISS and Led Zeppelin.7

The “second wave” of black metal, which centered around a group of Norwegian 

musicians including Mayhem, Burzum, Darkthrone, Emperor, Immortal, Thorns, and a 

host of other groups (often sharing musicians between them), displayed a hitherto unseen 

extremity and unconventionality in their music, visual and performance styles, 

ideologies, and lifestyles. Black metal is often refreshingly heterogeneous and open in its 

musical elements, though most groups do possess certain common characteristics. 

6 Patterson makes the important argument that the now commonly referred to division between the 
“first” and “second” waves of black metal is misleading. A natural evolution can be traced 
internationally from Venom to Darkthrone, “and it was simply the sudden success, notoriety, and 
proliferation of bands in the early nineties that created the appearance of an entirely new scene. 
Norway's Mayhem-the band at the center of much of this explosion-formed in the mid-eighties, a fact 
highlighting some of the confusion at work.” 
Dayal Patterson. Black Metal: Evolution of the Cult. (Port Townsend, WA: Feral House, 2013), 58.
Nevertheless, the terms “first” and “second wave black metal” will be used in this discussion as a 
matter of convenience.

7 Moynihan,  Søderlind, 16.
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Originally (and still today, according to some purists8), the term black metal strictly 

applied to heavy metal groups who were active satanists, though some of the key groups 

in the early second wave, such as Immortal and Enslaved, do not employ satanic lyrics. 

The term has since come to define a (somewhat loose) set of musical and thematic 

aesthetics including a musical focus on atmosphere, brutality, extremes, openness to 

experimentation (within certain strictures), and a thematic focus on nihilism, 

misanthropy, depression, individualism, anti-Christianity (and organized religion in 

general), Satan, the occult, nature, and atavistic paganism. More specifically, black metal 

is often characterized by very dense electric guitar-based textures (“walls of sound”), 

rapid tempos, with the drums frequently employing double-bass pedals and “blast beats,” 

high-pitched, usually unintelligible, “shrieking” vocals (which can be contrasted with 

death metal's low, guttural “growling”), with singers often employing a variety of 

extended techniques, usually in an attempt to sound “inhuman,”9 unconventional, often 

through-composed or highly repetitive formal structures, and a tendency to employ 

extended orchestration such as synthesis or folk 

instruments native to the region of a group's 

origin. All of these characteristics can be found 

in the music of the early Norwegian musicians.

The beginnings of the explosion of 

Norwegian black metal can be linked to the 

circumstances surrounding the suicide of 

8 e.g. Infernus of Gorgoroth, "Gorgoroth: In honour of Satan." Interview by Jeff Maki. Live-Metal.net.
18 July 2006. Web. 25 Mar. 2017.

9 Mayhem and Sunn O))) vocalist Attila Csihar is perhaps the most virtuosic and accomplished black 
metal vocalist in terms of technique.

Illustration 1: Dead (left) and 
Euronymous of Mayhem, wearing 
corpse paint.
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Mayhem's vocalist, Per Yngve Ohlin, who went by the pseudonym “Dead.” Dead is often

credited with pushing the nascent black metal subculture into some its most extreme 

tendencies. He had severe depression and mental illness, with Mayhem's guitarist and 

central figure in the Norwegian scene Øystein Aarseth (known by the pseudonym 

“Euronymous”) once remarking: “I honestly think Dead is mentally insane. (He knows I 

am writing this!) Which other way can you describe a guy who does not eat, in order to 

get starving wounds?”10 Dead is cited as the first black metal musician to wear “corpse 

paint”11, and is also noted to have engaged in other bizarre behavior as part of his 

performance ritual, including burying his stage clothes for several days before a concert 

so that they would begin to rot, carrying a dead crow in a plastic bag for an entire 

Mayhem tour, which he would sniff before going onstage to “perform with the stench of 

death in his nostrils,”12 and cutting himself onstage to study “how people react when [his]

blood [was] streaming everywhere.”13 On April 8th, 1991, Dead committed suicide while 

alone in the house he shared with band-mates Euronymous and Jan Axel Blomberg 

(Mayhem's drummer, who goes by the pseudonym “Hellhammer”14), using a shotgun 

owned by the house-mates, possibly with ammunition that had been given to the group by

Varg15 Vikernes (who, early in his career, used the pseudonym “Count Grishnackh,”16 and

10 "Morbid Magazine No. 8: Euronymous interview." Interview. TheTrueMayhem.com. 9 Mar. 2009. 
Web. 25 Mar. 2017.

11 Black and white face paint designed to make its wearer look corpse-like or demonic. Corpse paint has 
become a universally recognized symbol of black metal.

12 Campion, Chris. "In The Face Of Death." The Guardian. 20 Feb. 2005. Web. 25 Mar. 2017.
13 Quoted in Moynihan, Søderlind, back cover.
14 In reference to the highly influential Swiss band of the same name, who metamorphosed into the 

legendary Celtic Frost, discussed below.
15 Vikernes' birth name is, ironically, Kristian. “Varg” is the old Norse word for “wolf.”
16 A reference to an orc from J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of The Rings, seemingly chosen only for the 

sound of the name, as the orc in question is not a very inspiring figure by any metric. “Burzum,” by the
way, is also a Tolkien reference. “Burzum” means “darkness” in the black speech of Mordor. This love 
of fantasy literature is important to understanding Vikernes' character and bizarre, unsettling ideology.
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now lives in rural France, having legally changed his name to Louis Cachet) of Burzum 

as a gift the previous Christmas.17

Dead's body was discovered by Euronymous, who, before calling the police, 

rearranged the scene and took several photographs,18 one of which would later be used as 

the cover for Mayhem's 1995 album Dawn of the Black Hearts.19 Euronymous exploited 

Dead's suicide “in order to cultivate a further mystique of catastrophe surrounding the 

band.”20 He also kept parts of Dead's skull and fashioned them into necklaces which he 

distributed to several musicians within the scene.21 Euronymous was “oddly inspired”22

by Dead's suicide, and many claim that the event changed him and the Norwegian scene a

great deal, pushing the extra-musical thoughts and actions of its participants into 

escalating extremities.23

Euronymous “almost single-handedly founded”24 the Norwegian black metal 

scene through his opening of the record shop Helvete25 in Oslo, and his creation of the 

record label Deathlike Silence Productions, based at the shop. In his history of Swedish 

death metal, Ekeroth sums up the effect that Euronymous, aided by the publicity his 

exploitation of Dead's suicide provided, had on the Norwegian metal community through 

his new business ventures:

Within just  a few months [of Helvete opening],  many young musicians had
become obsessed with Euronymous and his ideas, and soon a lot of Norwegian

17 Moynihan, Søderlind, 62.
18 Ibid., 49.
19 The album features live recordings from 1990, while Dead was still with the band.
20 Moynihan, Søderlind, 59.
21 Ibid., 59.
22 Ibid., 63. 
23 Once Upon A Time In Norway. Dir. Pål Aasdal and Martin Ledang. Grenzeløs Productions, 2007. DVD.
24 Moynihan, Søderlind, 119.
25 Norwegian for “Hell.”
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death metal bands transformed into black metal bands.  Amputation became
Immortal,  Thou Shalt  Suffer turned into Emperor,  and Darkthrone swapped
their Swedish-inspired death metal for primitive black metal. Most notoriously,
Old Funeral's guitar player Varg Vikernes had already left the band to form his
own creation, Burzum.26

At various points, Euronymous, Vikernes, Tomas Haugen (“Samoth,” guitarist of 

Emperor), and Bård Guldvik Eithun (“Faust,” drummer of Emperor), lived in the 

shop.27 Most of the musicians in the Norwegian scene congregated there, and it was,

from its inception, the central hub of the community. Euronymous invented the 

name “Black Circle,” for the people who gathered at the shop.28 Sensationalist 

media reports made this “black metal inner circle” out to be an organized, cult-like 

entity, but it was essentially “just a name that was invented for the people who hung 

around the shop ... there wasn't anything like members and membership cards and 

official meetings.”29

Perhaps the most defining characteristic of black metal ideology, and the one

thread that seems to link nearly all black metal musicians, despite the massive 

gamut of political and philosophical views of its creators, is a bitter opposition to 

Christianity and modern secular Christian society. The most famous events in black 

metal history, and the key impetus for black metal's worldwide notoriety, are the 

arson attacks on at least 44 Christian churches in Norway between the years 1992-

1995, of which, in every solved case, black metal musicians or fans were found to 

be the culprits.30 The first successful arson was the burning of the Fantoft stave 

26 Ekeroth, Daniel. Swedish Death Metal. Brooklyn, NY: Bazillion Points , 2011., 247.
27 Until The Light Takes Us
28 Ibid.
29 Faust, quoted in  Moynihan, Søderlind, 68.
30 Moynihan, Søderlind, 106.
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church in Bergen (originally built in 1150 AD and considered to be a national 

treasure) on June 6, 1992.31 Varg Vikernes is strongly suspected to be the culprit, 

and used a photograph (it is suspected that he took the photo himself) of the burnt 

church as the cover for the Burzum EP Aske,32 but was not prosecuted for this arson.

The idea for these acts of terrorism seem to have originated with Vikernes, and he 

takes a great deal of pride in the arson attacks, while simultaneously denying 

culpability (he was convicted for 3 burnings,

but it is generally accepted that he personally

took part in many more, as well as inspiring

probably all of the attacks through example

and public statements). Euronymous, and

several of the members of Emperor and

Thorns are also confirmed to have taken part

in the attacks, and it is likely that musicians

from other bands did as well, though not

convicted.33

In Lillehammer on August 21st, 1992,

Faust murdered Magne Andreassen, a gay

man who had apparently propositioned him while walking home at night.34 Faust is 

equivocal about whether or not the murder was motivated by homophobia, but 

claims that the identity of the victim was irrelevant to him. When asked if he had 

31 Ibid., 82.
32 “Aske” is Norwegian for “ashes.”
33 Moynihan, Søderlind, chapter 6.
34 Ibid., 111.

Illustration 2: A macabre fan-
made faux tour poster for 
Vikernes' project Burzum, 
listing the locations and dates 
of arson attacks as mock "tour
dates."
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any remorse for the killing, Faust replied: “No… I have to stand up for what I've 

done and do my time. There's no remorse. I took his life and I paid for it. It's not a 

big deal, at least not in my opinion.”35 Faust claims the murder “had to happen,”36

and seems to view the event with a genuine attitude of total nihilistic fatalism. The 

day after the murder, Faust returned to Oslo and burned down the Holmenkollen 

Chapel with Euronymous and Vikernes.37  In 1994, Faust was sentenced to 14 years 

imprisonment for the murder, which he confessed to, despite not being suspected by

the police.38

In January 1993, Euronymous and Vikernes arranged for Vikernes to give a 

now famous anonymous interview with Bergens Tidende, one of Norway's most 

widely circulated newspapers, apparently in an effort to increase record sales and 

attract customers to Helvete. In the interview, Vikernes, on behalf of the black metal

community, claimed responsibility for the church fires as well as alluding to an 

unspecified murder (that of Andreassen). In the interview, Vikernes claims that 

black metalers are Devil worshipers and states: “Our intention is to spread fear and 

evil ... that is why we are telling this to Bergens Tidende.”  This article was black 

metal's first interaction with mass media, and was seminal in spreading the 

musicians' fame and infamy. Before the interview was printed, Vikernes had already

been arrested in suspicion of connection to the church fires, however, he was 

released after 6 weeks due to lack of evidence. After the article was printed, 

Euronymous decided to shut down Helvete, as it was drawing attention from the 

35 Ibid., 114.
36 Ibid., 115.
37 Ibid., 117.
38 Ibid., 116.
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police and media, and, according to Vikernes, due to pressure from Euronymous' 

parents, who had helped fund the shop.39

Early in 1993, for reasons that are still unclear, “bad blood” arose between 

Vikernes and Euronymous.40 On August 10, 1993, Vikernes and Snorre Ruch (who 

uses the pseudonym “Blackthorn;” guitarist of Thorns, who had also joined 

Mayhem shortly before Euronymous' death), drove from Bergen to Euronymous' 

house in Oslo. There Vikernes stabbed Euronymous to death. In court, the murder 

was judged to be premeditated. The motivation for the murder is still a matter of 

speculation. Vikernes claims, to this day, that the killing was in self-defense, and 

that Euronymous had planned to kidnap and torture Vikernes to death, but this claim

is disputed by nearly everyone connected to the two men. The potential motivations 

put forth are many: the conflict arose from a financial dispute over money owed to 

Vikernes from Deathlike Silence's release of the first two Burzum albums, it was the

result of a “power struggle” (Vikernes being jealous of Euronymous' centrality in 

the scene), an attempt to “outdo” Faust's murder (if this was the aim, it succeeded: 

Vikernes is now probably the most famous [and definitely the most notorious] black

metal musician in the world), or even that Vikernes murdered him because 

Euronymous was a communist. In May of 1994, Vikernes was sentenced to 

Norway's maximum prison sentence of 21 years for the murder of Euronymous, the 

arson of four churches, and the possession of 150kg of explosives.41

The rest, as they say, is history.

39 Ibid., 95-97.
40 Ibid., 117.
41 Ibid., Chapter 7.


